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PRESS RELEASE

NEW SOFTWARE GENERATION 18.2 FROM ONEVISION: DEFY COST PRESSURE WITH
PREPRESS WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

The launch of the autumn version 18.2 of the German software manufacturer convinces with
highlights like the support of XPath, preconfigured assembly lines for an automatic image
workflow and the possibility to convert complex pages to images.

Regensburg. The cost pressure on print service providers is increasing. Prices for paper and raw materials
continue to rise, while end customers do not accept higher prices. To achieve a sustainable profitability it all
comes down to only one single measure: increase the degree of automation throughout print production –
from prepress and print data preparation to printing and finishing.
Significant support is being provided by OneVision's 18.2 generation of automation software solutions for
prepress. By using innovative features, print service providers can simplify increasingly complex prepress
workflows, design them flexibly, automate them, and thus increase profitability per print job.

Workspace – Simplify workflows with "job phases", increase dynamics with XPath support
Workflows are becoming more and more complex as a result of a wide variety of customer requirements. In
order to maintain a clear overview of the workflow, assembly lines can now be structured with the help of
phases. The display of the assembly lines is significantly simplified. Manual "clearance work" is prevented by
the automatic removal of exported files. All ‘Workspace Pro’ customers can look forward to XPath support.
Users can now dynamically overwrite the settings of each module based on attributes at runtime and thus
design their workflow flexibly according to the individual requirements.

Asura – Speed up the RIP process through conversion of complex pages, automatic tiling
Complex pages include large amounts of graphics and/or images and can therefore only be processed very
slowly, which again slows down the RIP process. With the new feature "Convert complex pages into images"
the prepress software Asura now converts these pages into an image and thus speeds up further processing
steps significantly.

Further developments have also been made in the areas of nesting, tiling & paneling and in the barcode
module: Labels cut with a conventional cutting machine can now be nested. With the "Tile pages" module,
page formats larger than the maximum print format can be automatically divided into printable individual
pages. Barcodes can now be placed more flexibly using extended options.

Amendo - preconfigured best practice workflows for an automatic image workflow
The image optimization software Amendo now offers preconfigured best practice workflows for an automatic
image workflow. Major magazine publishers with diverse titles such as Fashion, Food, Magazine, Real Life,
Technology and Yellow Press can optimize their images according to defined color worlds. These have already
been successfully tested with leading magazine publishers. Amendo processes images in the assembly lines,
applying the optimization steps necessary to achieve optimal effects for each magazine style (e.g. authentic,
colorful, high-quality, brilliant, etc.). For those who only want to process images without optimizing them,
Amendo Processor comes in handy. It processes all files that do not require any optimization directly,
accelerating the entire workflow.

Of course, these further software improvements are integrated to the Automation Suites for wide format, book
and label printing.
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About OneVision Software AG

OneVision Software AG is an international provider of innovative and cost-efficient software solutions for the printing,
publishing and media industries. In the past 25 years, the company has used its products to establish itself as the world
market leader for prepress. Newspaper publishers worldwide work with products from OneVision and profit from the
automation, the reliability and the resulting cost savings. In addition to steady optimization of the existing solutions,
OneVision Software AG continuously invests in developing new products and target customer segments. The company's
product portfolio ranges from software for prepress to tools for intelligent color management and image optimization to
products for digital publishing.

Contact:
OneVision Software AG
Dr.-Leo-Ritter-Straße 9
93049 Regensburg
Karin Fenk
+49 941 78004 456
Karin.fenk@onevision.com
www.onevision.com
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Image 1: Structured workflow through phases

Image 2: File formats that are larger than the maximum print format are automatically tiled and split into several smaller
parts.

Image 3: The preconfigured best practice workflows for a fully automatic image workflow in the magazine area


